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BUFIRE ONE ZERO FIVE DASH EIGHT TWO FIVE FIVE FIVE.

LEE HARVEY OSWALD, IS DASH R.

AMBASSADOR MANN LATE THIS AFTERNOON EXHIBITED TO ME CABLE, CLASSIFIED SECRET, NUMBER FOUR ONE FIVE DATED NOVEMBER TWO EIGHT LAST SENT TO HIM BY ALEXIS JOHNSON.

IN THIS CABLE JOHNSON ADVISED THAT STATE AND FBI CONCUR WITH AMBASSADOR'S RECOMMENDATIONS AND THAT FBI HAD SENT ITS REPRESENTATIVE HERE GUIDANCE ALONG THESE LINES.

THERE IS NO DOUBT IN AMBASSADOR'S MIND NOR IN OURS AS TO ROLE WE ARE TO PLAY IN CONNECTION WITH INVESTIGATION HERE AND JOHNSON'S CABLE MENTIONED ONLY FOR INFORMATION OF BUREAU IN ORDER THAT IT MAY HAVE SOME IDEA OF WAY JOHNSON IS HANDLING MATTER THERE.

LUIS ECHEVERRIA, ACTING MINISTER OF GOBERNACION, THIS AFTERNOON ADVISED CIA REPRESENTATIVE THAT INTERROGATION OF GILBERTO ALVARADO UGARTE IS CONTINUING AND ECHEVERRIA FEELS THAT EITHER ALVARADO IS TELLING TRUTH OR IS BEST LIAR HE HAS EVER SEEN. ECHEVERRIA INDICATED TO CIA REPRESENTATIVE THAT IN GENERAL STORY TOLD BY ALVARADO IS SAME AS THAT GIVEN TO CIA; ALVARADO CONTINUES TO STICK TO DATE OF SEPTEMBER ONE EIGHT AS THE ONE WHEN HE SAW MONEY PASSED.

ECHEVERRIA RECOGNIZES THAT IT WOULD HAVE BEEN PRACTICAL IMPOSSIBILITY
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FOR OSWALD TO HAVE BEEN IN MEXICO CITY ON THIS DATE BUT BELIEVES ALVARADO MAY SIMPLY BE CONFUSED CONCERNING EXACT DATE. [CAPTAIN WHEELOCK] OF NICARAGUAN INTELLIGENCE SERVICE ARRIVED MEXICO CITY LATE THIS AFTERNOON AND CIA ASCERTAINING WHETHER MEXICANS DESIRE HIS ASSISTANCE IN ALVARADO'S INTERROGATION WHICH IS BEING CONTINUED BY MEXICANS. FINAL RESULTS OF INTERROGATION OF ALVARADO WILL BE FURNISHED TO BUREAU AS SOON AS RECEIVED. (X)

Approved: ____________________  Sent _____________  M  Per ____________
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